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ABSTRACT11

Information about risks and probabilities is ubiquitous in our environment, forming the basis for decisions
in an uncertain world. Emotions are known to modulate subjective probability assessments when
probabilistic information is emotionally valenced. Yet little is known about the role of emotions in
subjective probability assessment of affectively neutral events. We investigated this in one correlational
study (Study 1, N = 162) and one experimental study (Study 2, N = 119). As predicted, we found that
emotional dominance modulated the degree of conservatism in respondents’ neutral probability estimates.
Remarkably, this pattern also transferred to realistic risk assessments. Furthermore, respondents’
tendency to use the representativeness heuristic as a proxy for probability was increased in high
dominance individuals. Our findings highlight the importance of considering emotions, particularly the
little-understood emotion dimension dominance, in research on probabilistic cognition.

12

Introduction13

Choices in financial investments, health, and even personal relationships require making decisions based on14

probabilistic information. Thus, a great deal of research has investigated how people estimate probabilities.15

The finding that people do not strictly follow the axioms of probability theory when assessing probabilities16

was first seen in early work in the intuitive statistician framework1, 2, and became famous with research on17

heuristics and biases3, 4 and fast-and-frugal heuristics5, 6.18

Of key relevance here are compound events, also known as conjunctive events. Compound events are19

probabilistic events comprised of a series of elementary events, each of which has a particular probability.20

The probability of a compound event is mathematically derived by multiplying the probabilities of each21

of its elementary events. Instead of following this multiplicative approach, people generally tend to22

overestimate the probability of compound events7–9.23

When assessing the relative probability of compound events, people may also use the representativeness24

heuristic10, 11, basing their probability estimate on the similarity between a sample consisting of multiple25

elementary events and its generating distribution. Imagine you buy one ticket for a weekly lottery five26

weeks in a row. Each time you play, the odds of winning are 1 in 5, i.e., p(win) = 0.2 and p(lose) = 0.8.27

Consider two possible compound events: the representative event entails losing in each of the first four28

weeks, and then winning in week five; the nonrepresentative event entails losing five weeks in a row.29

Which compound event is more likely? Mathematically speaking, the probability of the representative30

compound event (0.84 · 0.2 ≈ 0.08) is much lower than the probability of the non-representative event31



(0.85 ≈ 0.33). However, a person basing their judgments on representativeness would mistakenly select32

the more representative compound event as more probable.33

Another reliable deviation from probability theory when assessing compound probabilities is con-34

servatism2. In the revision-of-opinion literature, conservatism describes the finding that people put too35

much weight on prior probabilities or background information, as opposed to likelihoods or individuating36

information, when estimating probabilities based on sequential sampling and belief updating2. In the37

context of single probability estimates, conservatism describes the tendency to avoid extreme probability38

estimates, especially if the true probabilities are close to zero12, 13. This results in more similar probability39

estimates for high and low likelihood compound events than is mathematically correct.40

A number of models have been proposed to explain conservatism in single probability estimates.41

Within a Bayesian framework, as in the Bayesian Sampler Model14, probability estimates can be seen as42

the result of a sampling process from memory with Bayesian updating using a generic prior. This prior can43

be thought of as a person’s initial beliefs, which are updated in the light of incoming evidence. Differences44

in people’s priors affect the degree of conservatism in their compound probability estimates: the stronger45

the prior, the more people avoid the extremes, because incoming information has a smaller impact on the46

posterior probability in the updating process. Another way to explain conservatism is by assuming noise in47

human information processing, resulting in a regression of probability estimates towards a mean of 0.513.48

This idea is also at the heart of the Probability Theory Plus Noise model (PT+N)15 which conceptualizes49

probabilistic cognition as fundamentally based on the axioms of probability theory. Deviations, such as50

conservatism, are explained by noise which is added to the representation of probabilistic information.51

Considerations about the basic cognitive building blocks and processes underlying subjective probabil-52

ity raise questions about inter- and intraindividual variability in probabilistic cognition. For example, what53

makes people’s probability assessments more or less conservative? Which psychological factors increase54

a person’s tendency to process information in a heuristic way?55

One sensible place to look would be in emotions, which are a key source of inter- and intraindividual56

variability in cognition and behavior16–33. What is known about the role of emotions in probabilistic57

cognition? Research has focused on information environments where probabilistic information was58

associated with positive or negative outcomes22–26. For these affectively valenced stimuli, positive59

emotions have been found to foster optimistic assessment, i.e., increased estimates for desired outcomes60

and decreased estimates for undesired outcomes, and negative emotions to foster pessimistic assessments,61

i.e., decreased estimates for desired and increased estimates for undesired outcomes22, 30. Positive emotions62

have also been found to promote heuristic information processing, whereas negative emotions promote63

systematic processing of information27–29. One interpretation is that a positive emotion signals a safe64

environment and no need to engage in costly information processing, whereas a negative emotion signals65

a threat or a problem that requires a systematic analysis of the situation. These results support the view of66

an ecologically adaptive function of emotions as indicating to a decision maker when a risky decision is67

appropriate and when it is not31, 32.68

Another well-studied emotion dimension is arousal: high arousal predicts choices for a safe over69

an unsafe option in situations characterized by high risk and a low likelihood of the desired outcome23.70

Arousal also shapes information processing on a fundamental level: From research on the relationship71

between emotional arousal and cognitive processes, we know that medium and moderately increased72

levels of arousal narrow the focus of attention, allowing people to focus on the most important information73

only and to use simpler decision strategies25. The Yerkes-Dodson law34–36 describes an inverse U-shaped74

relationship between arousal and cognitive performance. It has even been demonstrated on a neural level37
75

that intermediate activation is optimal for stimulus detection.76

But emotions do not differ only in their valence and arousal. Cognitive emotion theories explain77
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emotion-specific cognition as the result of activation patterns on several appraisal dimensions, such as78

uncertainty and control17–21. These in turn modulate the perception and evaluation of the environment.79

For instance, fear and anger, which are both negatively-valenced and characterized by increased arousal,80

are associated with very different appraisal patterns. Fear is characterized by high uncertainty and low81

control, and fosters systematic processing and pessimistic risk assessments. Anger is characterized by low82

uncertainty and high control, and fosters heuristic processing and optimistic risk assessments18, 26.83

Despite this rich theoretical framework for considering emotion and cognition, little is known about84

the role of emotions in estimating probabilities of affectively neutral events. Given evidence that emotions85

interact with cognitive processes on a fundamental level, this gap in the literature is remarkable. Our86

research sheds light on the little-understood interplay between emotions and estimates of neutral compound87

probabilities. Our aim was to identify the characteristics of emotions that shape probabilistic cognition in88

neutral environments.89

Whereas previous research on emotion-dependent cognition has often focused on the emotion di-90

mensions valence and arousal27, 28, 38, we were particularly interested in emotional dominance39, 40. The91

emotion dimension dominance is characterized by a person’s perceived level of control, influence, au-92

tonomy and importance. Emotional dominance also reflects the subjective level of confidence a person93

has in her own judgments41, 42. Emotional dominance is also associated with unique patterns of neural94

activation43 and consumer behavior44. We predicted that emotional dominance would foster heuristic95

information processing and conservatism in probability estimates.96

According to cognitive emotion theories, appraisals of certainty and control modulate information97

processing18 and risk assessments26, with high control and low uncertainty fostering heuristic information98

processing. We expected emotional dominance to play a corresponding role in information processing, risk99

and probability assessments. Further support for our predictions comes from the finding that emotional100

dominance is positively associated with emotional valence45. Positive valence fosters heuristic information101

processing, whereas negative valence increases systematic information processing and pessimistic risk102

assessments. Given the shared variance between emotional dominance and valence39, we would expect103

these emotion dimensions to exert a similar influence on cognitive processes. Importantly, however,104

emotional dominance explains variance in emotional experiences that valence cannot account for. For105

example, anger and anxiety – both negatively valenced emotions – can be distinguished by their emotional106

dominance (anger is characterized by high dominance and anxiety by low dominance). The fact that these107

emotions can also be distinguished by appraisals of certainty and control supports the interpretation of108

dominance as a link between valence- and appraisal-centered emotion theories.109

Another way to consider the role of emotional dominance in cognition is by zooming in on the110

functional importance of emotional experiences for an organism. A useful theoretical framework for111

conceptualizing emotion-cognition interactions is adaptive rationality31, with emotions seen as a source of112

adaptivity in cognition and behavior32, 33. Emotions signal to an organism how beneficial the investment113

of mental resources is, modulating the cost-benefit ratio of cognitive effort. A person high in emotional114

dominance might see the world as relatively stable due to her high subjective control and confidence.115

The necessity to search for information and process this information systematically may be perceived as116

relatively low if emotional dominance is high and incoming information may alter that person’s model117

of the world relatively little. In Bayesian terms, a person high in emotional dominance may sample less118

information than a person low in dominance and this person may use a strong prior when updating her119

beliefs based on sampled information. This would in turn result in larger deviations from the axioms of120

probability14, and increase conservatism.121

Summing up, we see emotional dominance as the conceptual link between cognitive and valence-based122

accounts of emotion-cognition interactions. Based on existing evidence on the role of emotional valence123
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and cognitive appraisals of certainty and control in cognitive processes, we hypothesized that individuals124

high in emotional dominance would evaluate probabilistic information in a more heuristic way than125

individuals low in dominance. Assuming a functional role of emotional dominance for the cost-benefit126

calculation of cognitive effort, we expected high-dominance individuals to be more conservative in their127

compound probability estimates, putting more weight on the prior relative to likelihoods, in the probability128

estimation process.129

Study 1 was conducted at the onset (March-April 2020) of the COVID-19 pandemic. In this prereg-130

istered study, we investigated the correlational associations between the emotion dimensions valence,131

dominance and arousal, and participants’ probability estimates. We hypothesized that people would132

experience elevated levels of negative emotions and decreased emotional dominance, high uncertainty and133

low control at the onset of the pandemic. We were interested in the modulating role of these naturally134

occurring emotions in people’s probability estimates. Thus, we asked participants in two tasks (Fig. 1135

c, d) to estimate the probability of a series of compound events varying in mathematical probability that136

were generated from a known probability distribution. For this, participants were first presented with an137

ordered icon array of the probability distribution. Then, an example of a mixed distribution was shown138

and respondents were told that a three-item compound event would be sampled from that distribution139

with replacement. Participants were asked to first select the most probable compound event and then rate140

the probability of all compound events in percent using a slider. The underlying probability distributions141

and queried compound events differed between tasks. We assessed emotional dominance, valence and142

arousal before the probability task (Fig. 1 a). To characterize the emotion dimension dominance in terms143

of cognitive appraisals, we also we assessed cognitive appraisals of control, certainty and mastery beliefs.144

In Study 2, we sought to experimentally replicate our findings from Study 1. Study 2, also preregistered,145

was conducted about one year after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. In Study 2 we experimentally146

induced emotional dominance using a subjective writing task, and asked participants to estimate the147

probability of a selection of the compound events from Study 1 (Fig. 1 c). Emotional dominance, valence148

and arousal were measured both before and after the emotion induction.149

In both studies, participants also rated their anticipated risk of a COVID-19 infection over the course of150

a year. We included this measure to explore the dynamics of people’s subjective infection risk perception151

over the course of the pandemic and to test whether the patterns of emotion-dependent probabilistic152

cognition were similar in neutral probability and realistic risk assessments.153

The results from these studies extend our understanding of the role of emotions in human probabilistic154

cognition in the following ways:155

1. We predicted and found that people’s probability estimates for neutral compound events would156

be modulated by emotional dominance. Our results suggest that this emotion dimension affects157

the degree to which people show conservatism in their probability estimates. Participants high in158

emotional dominance gave more uniform probability estimates than participants low in emotional159

dominance. They tended to give relatively low estimates for high probability compound events160

and relatively high estimates for low probability compound events. Furthermore, we found that161

participants high in emotional dominance were more likely to use representativeness as a proxy for162

probability than participants low in dominance.163

2. We found that dominance-specific conservatism transfers to realistic risk assessments. We analyzed164

prospective estimates for the risk of COVID-19 infection at two time points during the pandemic.165

At both time points, people gave higher estimates for long term compared to short-term infection166

risks, but this tendency was less pronounced in individuals reporting higher levels of emotional167

dominance. High dominance individuals gave lower estimates for a long term infection risk (the168
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high probability event) than individuals lower in dominance, resulting in relatively similar short-169

and long term risk estimates.170

3. We characterized the little-understood emotion dimension dominance in terms of cognitive appraisals171

of certainty and control, mastery beliefs and the emotion dimensions valence and arousal. Dominance172

is positively associated with control appraisals and emotional valence and negatively associated with173

uncertainty appraisals. Our results suggest that emotional dominance may explain the previously174

reported effects of emotional valence and cognitive appraisals on probabilistic cognition.175

Our work provides evidence that emotions not only affect probability estimates when outcomes are desired176

or undesired but also when probabilistic outcomes are affectively neutral. Whereas the emotion dimension177

valence has received a lot of attention in cognition-emotion research, the role of emotional dominance is178

not well understood. Our results suggest that people experiencing high emotional dominance make more179

conservative probability estimates and are more likely to base their assessments on representativeness than180

people experiencing low dominance. Our results also give insight into the psychological characteristics181

of the little-understood emotion dimension dominance, and show that dominance-specific probabilistic182

cognition generalizes to realistic contexts, as seen in the COVID-19 pandemic.183

Results184

Study 1185

We asked participants to rate their current (state) and usual (trait) emotional valence, dominance and186

arousal, their anxiety and cognitive appraisals of uncertainty regarding the current situation and future187

developments, as well as subjective control associated with COVID-19, in the early stages of the pandemic188

(March and April 2020). In two tasks, participants estimated the probabilities of neutral compound189

events, i.e., the probabilities of sampling various three-item color combinations from known probability190

distributions (Fig. 1, e.g., BBB, BBY, BYY and YYY in Task 1, where B stands for the color blue and Y191

stands for the color yellow). Participants also rated the anticipated risk of a COVID-19 infection for time192

intervals up to one year in the future. The data sets as well as the code for statistical analyses are available193

on the Open Science Framework, as specified in the Data Availability Statement.194

Participants reported lower average levels of emotional valence and dominance at the onset of the195

pandemic compared to their usual valence and dominance. Ratings of uncertainty and anxiety were196

generally high, and ratings of subjective control low. In both probability tasks, participants systematically197

overestimated the probability of compound events, except the compound event containing only the most198

probable kind of item (BBB). This overestimation was more pronounced in individuals reporting high199

emotional dominance. In comparison to participants low in dominance, these participants gave higher200

estimates for low probability compound events and also rated the most likely event as less likely. In201

other words, probability estimates of participants reporting high emotional dominance differed relatively202

little between high and low probability events. This effect can be interpreted as greater conservatism in203

high-dominance participants.204

Was there also a relationship between dominance and representativeness? The most representative205

compound event (Kahneman and Tversky, 1972, p. 430) is the one that is most “similar in essential206

characteristics to its parent distribution”10. In our task, the key properties of the BBY sample are that it207

contains the colors of the underlying jar, and that the most frequent color in the underlying jar is the most208

frequent color in the sample. By contrast, BBB, despite being mathematically more probable, does not209

contain both colors, and is hence less representative than BBY. When asked to select the combination with210
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Task 2

Figure 1. Material used in Studies 1 and 2. a Self-Assessment-Manikin Scales from Bradley & Lang (1994)46 and
Lang (1980)47. b Self-Assessment-Manikin Scales from PXLab48. c Probability Task 1: Ordered distribution (90
blue, 10 yellow), mixed distribution (90 blue, 10 yellow), queried compound events (BBB, BBY, BYY, YYY). d
Probability Task 2: Ordered distribution (90 blue, 7 green, 3 yellow), mixed distribution (90 blue, 7 green, 3 yellow),
queried compound events (BBB, BBG, BBY, BGG, BGY, BYY, GGG, GGY, GYY, YYY).

the highest probability, individuals higher in dominance showed a greater tendency to selected the most211

representative event over the mathematically most probable compound event.212

Data preprocessing and statistical methods213

Before analyzing participants’ probability estimates, we tested whether belonging to a COVID-19 risk214

group affected participants’ emotional state. Out of 162 participants, 24 indicated that they belonged to a215

risk group, 15 did not report whether they belonged to a risk group or not, and 123 indicated that they did216

not belong to a risk group. A MANOVA with risk group categorization as a predictor and state valence,217

dominance and arousal as outcome variables, as well as a two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test showed218

that belonging to a risk group did not significantly predict participants’ emotional state (p > 0.1). Thus,219

belonging to a risk group was not included as a variable in our subsequent analyses.220

Unless explicitly stated, the predictors in our analyses were participants’ raw responses on Likert221

scale variables. For visual presentation of results only, participants were categorized according to the222

level of their reported emotional valence, arousal and dominance, anxiety, and cognitive appraisals of223

uncertainty and control, so as to obtain roughly equally sized groups. Categories for anxiety and appraisals224

were low (a value below the median), median (exactly the median) and high (above the median). Further225

categories, in this case binary, were created to visualize the reported effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on226

participants’ emotional state: increasing, meaning that the difference between usual and current emotional227

valence/dominance/arousal was positive or zero, and decreasing, meaning that the difference between228

usual and current emotional valence/dominance/arousal was negative.229

We also applied a logit transformation to participants’ probability estimates. Logit-transformed values230

indicate how extreme probability estimates are, and thus provide a more direct index of conservatism231

than can be seen in raw probability estimates49, 50. The further a transformed value is from 0 (which is232
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the log-odds of 50% or 0.5), the more extreme the probability estimate. Values closer to zero indicate233

greater conservatism, i.e., avoidance of extreme probability estimates. To avoid having infinite values234

in the analyses, and because the closest value participants could select on the slider to approximate the235

mathematically correct probability for compound event YYY (0.001) was 0, probability estimates of236

0% were replaced by 0.001, and estimates of 100% were replaced by 99.999, resulting in log odds of237

−5 and 5, respectively. All analyses were conducted for both raw probability estimates and for logit-238

transformed values. Results were very comparable for the two types of analyses, although results for239

the logit-transformed values tended to be stronger. Because the raw probability estimates are easiest to240

interpret in reference to the probability task, we report those analyses here. Visualisations of analyses241

using logit-transformed data can be found in Supplementary Figures 3 and 4.242

Estimates for affectively neutral compound probabilities243

Participants rated the probability of different compound events in Tasks 1 and 2 (Fig. 1). We first analyzed244

how sensitive participants’ probability estimates were to differences in the true probabilities of compound245

events. For this, we fitted separate linear models for Tasks 1 and 2, predicting respondents’ probability246

estimates by the within subjects variable queried compound event. Boxplots of participants’ probability247

estimates can be found in Supplementary Figures 3 and 4 (left columns).248

In Task 1, the variance explained by queried compound event was R2 = 0.64. The model’s intercept,249

corresponding to BBB, was at 74.48 (bootstrapped 95% CI [71.5,77.45], SE B = 1.51). The beta weight250

for BBY was significantly negative (bootstrapped B =−15.33, 95% CI [−19.15,−11.51], SE B = 1.99),251

as were the beta weights for BYY (bootstrapped B=−50.17, 95% CI [−54.00,−46.35], SE B= 1.95) and252

YYY (bootstrapped B =−63.96, 95% CI [−67.78,−60.14], SE B = 1.96). This means that participants’253

estimates for compound events containing at least one yellow item were significantly lower than estimates254

for the compound event containing only blue items. All Tukey’s post hoc comparisons were significant (all255

p < .0001), indicating that differences between probability estimates were significant for all pairings of256

compound events. The main effect of queried compound event in Task 1 was significant in all subsequently257

fitted mixed linear models (all p < .001). These results show that in Task 1, participants were sensitivity258

to differences in the probabilities of the queried compound events.259

Results were similar for Task 2: the variance explained by the within-subjects variable queried260

compound event was R2 = 0.55. The model’s intercept, corresponding to BBB, was at 73.72 (bootstrapped261

95% CI [70.88,76.54],SE B = 1.44). The main effect of queried color combination on participants’262

probability estimates in Task 2 emerged in all subsequently fitted mixed linear models (all p < .001).263

While probability estimates for all compound events including at least one unlikely item differed from264

estimates for the high probability compound event BBB, Tukey’s post hoc tests showed that not all265

contrasts were significant. Contrasts not significant under a p-value of 0.05 were: BGG-BGY, BGY-BYY,266

BYY-GGG, BYY-GGY, BYY-GYY, GGG-GGY, GGG-GYY, GGY-GYY, GYY-YYY. Effectively, this267

means that pairwise non-significant differences were mainly among the low-probability events, which268

differed relatively little in probability. Participants rated compound events with similar probability as269

relatively similar whereas they gave significantly different probability ratings for compound events that270

substantially differed in probability (see asterisks in the bottom row plots of Fig. 3 for the true probabilities271

of queried compound events in Task 2).272

Next, we explored the relationship between emotional dominance and estimates of the neutral com-273

pound probabilities in Tasks 1 and 2. For each task, we fitted separate linear mixed models with re-274

spondents’ probability estimates as the dependent variable, queried compound events as within-subjects275

repeated measures variables (4 queried events in Task 1, 10 in Task 2) and a) current valence, current dom-276

inance and current arousal, and b) usual valence, usual dominance and usual arousal as between-subjects277
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Figure 2. The plots display participants’ probability estimates by emotional dominance in Study 1 for different
compound events in Task 1 (top row) and Task 2 (bottom row). Queried compound events are plotted on the x-axis,
ordered by magnitude of true mathematical probability (decreasing from left to right). The y-axis displays
probability estimates in percent. True probabilities are indicated as black asterisks. Categories for emotional
dominance are: low = values below the median; median = values exactly at the median; high = values above the
median. Groups had approximately the same size. Top row: Compound probability estimates for Task 1. Bottom
row: Compound probability estimates for Task 2. Left column: Participants’ probability estimates by usual (trait)
dominance before the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic (retrospectively reported). 95% CIs are displayed for each
group. Right column: Participants’ probability estimates by self-reported current (state) dominance at the onset of
the Covid-19 pandemic (state dominance). 95% CIs are displayed for each group.
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predictors. We included all three emotion dimensions to adjust for valence and arousal as covariates and to278

derive dominance-specific results. Here we report results for the more easily interpretable raw probability279

estimates. Plots for analyses using logit-transformed values can be found in Supplementary Figure 3.280

In both tasks, current dominance and usual dominance modulated probability estimates (Fig. 2).281

When including queried compound event, current valence, current dominance and current arousal as282

predictors of probability estimates in a linear mixed model, we found a main effect of queried compound283

event (F(3,474) = 472.69, p < 0.0001) and an interaction between current dominance and queried284

compound event (F(3,474) = 3.48, p = 0.02) in Task 1 (top right plot in Fig. 2). In this model, the285

intercept, corresponding to current valence, current dominance and current arousal at 0 and the compound286

event BBB, was at 74.48 (bootstrapped 95% CI [71.55,77.41], SE B = 1.51). The beta weights for the287

interactions between current dominance and the compound events BBY (bootstrapped B = 4.57, 95% CI288

[0.61,8.54], SE B = 2.06, p = 0.03), BYY (bootstrapped B = 6.06, 95% CI [2.09,10.03], SE B = 2.04, p289

= 0.003) and YYY (bootstrapped B = 5.12, 95% CI [1.16,9.09], SE B = 2.03, p = 0.01) were significantly290

positive. In other words, participants reporting higher current (state) dominance gave lower estimates291

for the high probability compound event BBB, and they gave higher probability estimates for the low292

probability compound events BBY and BYY than participants scoring low on dominance. This indicates293

that participants feeling high in dominance avoided the extremes and gave more similar probability294

estimates, i.e. showed greater conservatism, than participants low in dominance.295

A similar pattern, that is, a significant interaction between dominance and queried compound event296

(F(3, 474) = 3.01, p = 0.03) emerged for usual dominance (top left plot in Fig. 2): The model’s intercept,297

corresponding to usual valence, usual dominance and usual arousal at 0 and the compound event BBB,298

was at 74.48 (95% CI [71.54,77.35], SE B = 1.49). Within this model, the beta weights for the interaction299

between usual dominance and the queried compound events BYY (bootstrapped B = 6.14, 95% CI300

[1.74,10.53], SE B = 2.13) and YYY (bootstrapped B = 4.99, 95% CI [0.7,9.43], SE B = 2.23) were301

significantly positive.302

We had taken the COVID-19 pandemic as a naturally occurring manipulation of people’s emotions.303

Thus, we were interested in the relationship between the self-reported emotional effect of the pandemic304

(the difference between current and usual emotions), and participants’ probability estimates. In a linear305

mixed model predicting probability estimates by queried compound event and dominance, valence and306

arousal difference, valence difference interacted with queried compound event (F(3, 474) = 2.58, p = 0.05)307

in predicting probability estimates. This model had its intercept, corresponding to no change on all three308

emotion dimensions and the compound event BBB, at 74.48 (95% CI [71.50,77.39], SE B = 1.51). The309

beta weights for the interaction between valence difference and queried compound event were significantly310

negative for BYY (bootstrapped B = -4.56, 95% CI [-8.52, -0.46], SE B = 2.05) and YYY (bootstrapped B311

= -5.15, 95% CI [-9.1, -1.06], SE B = 2.07). This means that participants reporting lower current valence312

than usual valence, that is, who reported being emotionally more negatively affected by the pandemic,313

were more likely to be conservative in their probability estimates. At first sight, this result contradicts314

previous research showing that negative emotional states foster systematic information processing27, 29, 51.315

Yet one has to keep in mind that when looking at the difference between current (state) and usual (trait)316

emotional valence, we are considering trait and state emotional valence both at the same time. How exactly317

state and trait emotions interact has not fully been understood yet52. When analysed separately, current318

and usual emotional valence did not explain a significant part of the variance in probability estimates.319

Given that our result is only on the boundary of significance, we are reluctant to make claims about the320

modulating role of state-trait emotion interactions in subjective probability at this point.321

In Task 2, most of these findings replicated (Fig. 2, bottom row). In addition to the main effect of322

queried item (F(9,1422) = 328.34, p < 0.0001), there was an interaction between current dominance and323
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queried compound event (F(9,1422) = 2.35, p = 0.01). The model predicting probability estimates by324

queried compound event and current valence, current dominance and current arousal had its intercept325

at 73.72 (bootstrapped 95% CI [70.88,76.53], SE B = 1.44) corresponding to current valence, current326

dominance and current arousal at 0 and the queried compound event BBB. Overall, individuals high327

in current dominance gave relatively low estimates for the item BBB but relatively high estimates for328

all other queried items (bootstrapped B between 4.39 and 7.04, SE B between 1.73 and 1.76). In this329

model, the beta weight for the main effect of dominance on probability estimates was also significantly330

negative (bootstrapped B =−3.13, 95% CI [−6.06,−0.18], SE B = 1.51, p = 0.04). In other words, with331

increasing current dominance, individuals tended to give lower estimates for the high probability item332

and higher estimates for all other compound events, overestimating the probability of the low probability333

events. Effectively, they tended to give more similar answers for the different compound events (Fig.334

2, bottom right). A similar pattern emerged for usual dominance: Besides a main effect of queried335

compound event on probability estimates (F(9,1422) = 330.02, p < 0.0001), usual dominance interacted336

with queried compound event (F(9,1422) = 2.29, p = 0.02) in predicting probability estimates. The337

model’s intercept (usual valence, usual dominance and usual arousal at 0, compound event BBB) was at338

73.72 (bootstrapped 95% CI [70.6,76.2], SE B = 1.43). Within this model, we found interaction effects of339

usual dominance and queried compound event on estimates for all other compound events (bootstrapped B340

between 2.39 for BBG, and 6.63 for GYY, SE B between 1.90 and 1.93), except for the item BBG. This341

means that the modulating role of dominance in probability estimates differed significantly between the342

high probability item BBB and all other items, except for BBG: For the high probability compound event343

BBB participants higher in dominance gave lower estimates and for the low likelihood compound events344

they gave higher estimates than participants scoring low on dominance. Neither valence nor dominance or345

arousal difference predicted probability estimates in Task 2 (all p > 0.05).346

To test whether the association between emotional dominance and probability estimates also emerged347

on an individual level, we regressed the within-subjects variable queried compound event (compound348

events ordered by probability: BBB, BBY, BYY, YYY) on probability estimates (both raw values and349

logit-transformed values) for each participant individually. In a next step, we extracted participants’350

individual regression coefficients. Each regression coefficient tracks how much a single participant reacted351

to differences in compound events when estimating their probabilities. In Bayesian terms, when assuming352

an uninformative prior, this coefficient tracks how much participants react to the likelihood of compound353

events. In a frequentist framework, it quantifies how much a participants’ probability estimates regress354

towards the mean. Because of the ordering of compound events from high to low, higher coefficients mean355

that people reacted less, estimating high and low probability compound events as relatively similar. That356

is, these participants avoided the extremes and showed greater conservatism. We then tested whether this357

participant-specific measure of conservatism was modulated by dominance. For this, we regressed usual358

and current dominance on this parameter (Regression Coefficient Analysis). Indeed, people higher in359

dominance had smaller beta weights, which means they gave relatively similar probability estimates. They360

reacted less to the likelihood or, in frequentist terms, regressed their estimates more towards the mean. A361

visualization of the results of this analysis can be found in Figure 3. The model predicting participants’362

regression coefficients by usual dominance was significant (for raw estimates: F(1, 160) = 6.823, p =363

0.01, R2 = 0.03; for logit-transformed estimates: F(1, 160) = 5.38, p = 0.02, R2 = 0.03). The model364

predicting participants’ regression coefficients by current dominance also explained a significant part of365

the variance (for raw estimates: F(1, 160) = 5.14, p = 0.02, R2 = 0.03; for logit-transformed estimates:366

F(1, 160) = 4.56, p = 0.03, R2 = 0.02). The model predicting participants’ regression coefficients by367

dominance difference (current - general dominance) did not explain a significant share of the variance (p368

> 0.05). We ran the same analysis for probability estimates in Task 2. The model predicting participants’369
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regression coefficients by usual dominance was significant (for raw probability estimates: F(1, 160) =370

4.08, p = 0.04, R2 = 0.02; for logit-transformed estimates: F(1, 160) = 3.79, p = 0.05, R2 = 0.02). The371

model predicting participants’ regression coefficients by current dominance was also significant (for raw372

probability estimates: F(1, 160) = 5.58, p = 0.02, R2 = 0.03; for logit-transformed estimates: F(1, 160) =373

5.98, p = 0.02, R2 = 0.03). As for Task 1, dominance difference did not explain a significant share of the374

variance (p > 0.05).375

Selection of the subjectively most likely compound event376

Emotion theories predict that emotions characterized by positive valence and high certainty and control fos-377

ter heuristic information processing. Accordingly, we expected increased heuristic information processing378

in participants reporting high emotional dominance relative to those reporting low dominance. A heuristic379

that has been reported in the previous literature in the context of subjective probability assessments of380

compound events is the representativeness heuristic7, 10. Did participants high in dominance make more381

use of representativeness in their probability estimates than participants low in dominance?382

To test this, we ran logistic regressions of participants’ self-reported current and usual dominance383

on their choice for the most likely compound event in Task 1. More specifically, we contrasted choices384

for the compound event BBB (highest mathematical probability) and BBY (most representative). The385

results confirm a positive relationship between emotional dominance and the choice of the subjectively386

most likely compound event. The higher emotional dominance, the more likely a person was to select387

the most representative compound event over the mathematically most likely compound event. In a388

model predicting the selection of the most probable compound event by usual dominance, higher usual389

dominance (bootstrapped B = 0.21, SE B = 0.11, 95% CI = [0, 0.43], p = 0.05, OR = 1.23, 95% CI = [1,390

1.53]) made participants more likely to choose BBY over BBB as the most likely compound event. The391

same relationship was found for current dominance (bootstrapped B = 0.20, SE B = 0.1, 95% CI = [0.02,392

0.40], p = 0.04, OR = 1.22, 95% CI = [1.02, 1.49]).393

Given previous evidence on the modulating role of valence in probabilistic cognition, we were also394

interested in whether emotional valence would likewise explain variance in participants’ choices of the395

most likely compound event. Usual valence (bootstrapped B = 0.29, SE B = 0.13, 95% CI = [0.07, 0.53],396

p = 0.013, OR = 1.33, 95% CI = [1.07, 1.69]) but not current valence (p = 0.34) predicted the selection397

of the most likely compound event, with participants reporting more positive usual valence being more398

likely to select the most representative compound event as the most likely item. We ran the same analyses399

for participants’ choices of the most likely compound event in Task 2 (contrasting choices for BBB and400

BBG). Results were less pronounced but went in the same direction for dominance (current dominance:401

OR = 1.22, p = 0.06, 95% CI = [1, 1.50]; usual dominance: OR = 1.2 p = 0.1, 95% CI = [0.97, 1.50]). For402

valence, they were more pronounced (current valence: OR = 1.28 p = 0.025, 95% CI = [1.04, 1.6]; usual403

valence: OR = 1.39 p = 0.07, 95% CI = [0.1, 0.58]).404

Study 2405

In Study 1, participants reporting high emotional dominance gave more similar probability estimates for406

high and low probability compound events relative to participants reporting low emotional dominance.407

In other words, the degree to which participants tended to be conservative and avoid extreme probability408

estimates was positively associated with dominance both on a group and an individual level. Furthermore,409

participants high in emotional dominance and valence were more likely to choose as most likely a410

representative compound event (BBY in Task 1 and BBG in Task 2) over the compound event with the411

highest mathematical probability. However, the correlational nature of Study 1 does not allow any causal412

inference about the relationship between emotional dominance and probabilistic cognition.413
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Figure 3. The plots visualize the relationship between individuals’ conservatism and emotional dominance in
Studies 1 and 2. Left (Study 1): Scatterplot and regression line with standard error for the relationship between
participants’ self-reported usual dominance and regression coefficients extracted from the model predicting
logit-transformed probability estimates by queried compound event. Center (Study 1): Scatterplot and regression
line with standard error for the relationship between participants’ self-reported current dominance and regression
coefficients extracted from the model predicting logit-transformed probability estimates by queried compound event.
Right (Study 2): Effect of the emotion manipulation (high vs. low dominance) on regression coefficients extracted
from the model predicting logit-transformed probability estimates by queried compound event. The plot shows
notched boxplots, data distributions and individual data points in each experimental condition (left/green: low
dominance, right/red: high dominance

In Study 2 we therefore replicated the key components of Study 1, using an experimental manipulation414

of emotional dominance. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions in an autobio-415

graphical writing task that was designed to induce high or low emotional dominance. Results suggest a416

causal effect of emotional dominance on neutral compound probability estimates.417

Participant characteristics and manipulation check418

Experimental groups did not differ in their self-reported proficiency in mathematics (low dominance419

condition: N = 64, Mpro f = 2.67,SD = 0.87, high dominance condition: N = 55, Mpro f = 2.64,SD =420

0.95); the proportion of participants with a previous COVID-19 infection (9.4% in the low dominance421

condition, 12.7% in the high dominance condition); in gender distribution (15.9% males in the low422

dominance condition, 12.7% males in the high dominance condition) or in proportion of participants423

vaccinated against COVID-19 (87.5% not vaccinated in the low dominance condition, 94.5% in the high424

dominance condition). Thus, these variables were not included as control variables in subsequent analyses.425

To test the effectiveness of the emotion manipulation, we compared dominance, valence and arousal426

ratings after the emotion induction, as well as differences between ratings before and after the emotion427

induction (change scores) between conditions. After the emotion induction, emotional dominance was428

higher in the high dominance condition (Mpost = 5.6, SD = 1.76) than in the low dominance condition429

(Mpost = 4.61, SD = 1.82; W = 2339.5, p = 0.002, d = 0.2). Dominance change scores were computed by430

subtracting pre from post emotion induction scores. Dominance increased in the high dominance condition431

(Mchange = 0.64, SD = 1.98) but did not in the low dominance condition (Mchange = −0.1, SD = 1.78).432

This difference in change scores was significant (W = 2125.5, p = 0.05, d = 0.13). Emotional valence433

was also higher in the high dominance condition (Mpost = 5.49, SD = 1.6) than in the low dominance434

condition (Mpost = 4.72, SD = 1.77; W = 2248, p = 0.008, d = 0.17). The change in valence significantly435

differed between groups (W = 2276.5, p = 0.005, d = 0.18): In the high dominance condition valence436
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change was positive (Mchange = 0.05, SD = 1.89) whereas in the low dominance condition it was negative437

(Mchange =−0.64, SD = 1.42). Experimental groups did not differ in emotional arousal after the emotion438

induction (W = 1874, p = 0.54) or in arousal change (W = 1926, p = 0.37). These findings strongly439

suggest that the emotion manipulation was successful. They also replicate the positive association between440

emotional dominance and valence we found in Study 1.441

Emotional dominance affects neutral probability estimates442

Statistical packages and analysis methods were the same as in Study 1 (Methods). To test the effect of443

the emotion induction on probability estimates, we fitted a linear mixed model predicting probability444

estimates by queried compound event and emotion condition. A type III ANOVA of the mixed model445

revealed a main effect of queried compound event (F(3,351) = 437.73, p < 0.0001) and an interaction446

effect of queried compound event and emotion condition (F(3,351) = 2.63, p = 0.05) on participants’447

probability estimates. The results were similar for logit-transfomed values (F(3,351) = 2.7, p = 0.05).448

Experimentally replicating findings from Study 1, we found that participants in the high dominance449

condition gave more similar probability estimates for the high and low probability compound events450

compared to participants in the low dominance condition (see Fig. 4). Marginal R2 of this model was451

0.72, with an intercept (color combination BBB in the high dominance condition) at 74 (bootstrapped452

95% CI [71.05,77.00], SE B = 1.50). Within this model, the beta weight for condition [low dominance]453

was significantly negative (bootstrapped B =−5.03, 95% CI [−9.21,−0.85], SE B = 2.15). The weight454

for the interaction between compound event BYY and condition [low dominance] was significantly455

positive (bootstrapped B = 7.32, 95% CI [1.68,12.95], SE B = 2.87), as was the beta weight for the456

interaction between compound event YYY and condition [low dominance] (bootstrapped B = 6.68,457

95% CI [1.04,12.31], SE B = 2.87). Compared to participants in the low dominance emotion condition,458

participants in the high dominance emotion condition gave lower estimates for the high probability459

compound event BBB and higher estimates for the low probability compound events BYY and YYY.460

In other words, inducing a high dominance emotional state increased participants’ tendency to show461

conservatism in probability estimates for affectively neutral compound probabilities.462

As in Study 1, we next tested whether emotion condition also had an effect on probability estimates for463

the different compound events on an individual level. For this, we extracted regression coefficients for each464

participant individually (Regression Coefficient Analysis, regressing queried compound event on proba-465

bility estimates as in Study 1), both for logit-transformed and raw probability estimates. We then tested466

whether the difference in regression coefficients between conditions was significant using the two-sided467

Wilcoxon signed rank test. For raw probability estimates, regression coefficients in the high dominance468

condition were descriptively less negative (Mcoe f = −17.42, SD = 28.94) than in the low dominance469

condition (Mcoe f =−23.39, SD = 25.25), but this difference was not significant (W = 2058, p = 0.11).470

For logit-transformed probability estimates (reflecting the extremeness of probability estimates), regression471

coefficients in the high dominance condition were significantly less negative (Mcoe f =−0.91, SD = 1.64)472

than in the low dominance condition (Mcoe f = −1.3, SD = 1.33, W = 2161, p = 0.03, d = 0.14). A473

visualization of this result can be found in Fig. 3. In other words, in the high dominance condition474

individual logit-transformed slopes were less steep and regression coefficients more centered around 0. An475

increase in emotional dominance made people’s probability estimates more conservative, that is, decreased476

the difference between estimates for high and low probability compound events.477

478

Emotional dominance affects the selection of the subjectively most likely compound event479

In Study 1 high dominance individuals were more likely than low dominance individuals to evaluate480

probabilities based on representativeness. Thus, in a subsequent step, we analyzed participants’ selection481
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of the subjectively most likely compound event as a function of emotion condition. For this, we computed482

a logistic regression with emotion condition as predictor and participants’ choice of the subjectively most483

probable compound event (contrasting BBB = highest likelihood and BBY = highest representativeness).484

Participants in the low dominance condition had a higher likelihood of choosing BBB over BBY as the485

most likely compound event than participants in the high dominance condition (see Fig. 4, bootstrapped486

B = 0.64, SE B = 0.27, p = 0.02, 95% CI [0.11,1.19]; OR = 1.9, 95% CI [1.11,3.29]). In other words,487

participants in the high dominance condition were more likely to choose the more representative compound488

event over the mathematically most likely one. These results confirm our findings from Study 1, that489

is, that emotional dominance is positively associated with the use of representativeness as a proxy for490

probability. Our findings further imply that this relationship is causal: emotional dominance affects how491

people derive probabilities. Increased emotional dominance makes it more likely that a person bases her492

evaluations on representativeness instead of on the axioms of probability.493
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Figure 4. Emotional dominance affects conservatism and the use of representativeness as a proxy for mathematical
probability. Left: Line chart displaying probability estimates in percent for the queried compound events by
experimental condition (low vs. high dominance). True probabilities are indicated as black asterisks. Mean values
and 95% CIs are displayed for each group. Right: Selection of the subjectively most likely compound event by
experimental condition (low vs. high dominance). Low-dominance participants had a greater rate of selecting the
objectively most probable event (BBB) as most likely. High-dominance participants, in comparison to
low-dominance participants, had a greater tendency to select the representative event (BBY) as most probable.

Dominance-specific conservatism transfers to realistic risk assessments494

Next, we investigated whether the patterns we found for dominance-specific conservatism would transfer495

to realistic risk assessments. We asked participants at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic (Study 1)496

and one year into the pandemic (Study 2) to indicate their prospective estimates in percent for the risk497

of them being infected with COVID-19 within the next 3 days, week, month, 3 months, and year. First,498

we fitted a linear mixed model with study as the between-subjects predictor, queried time interval as499

the within-subjects predictor, and risk estimates as the dependent variable, to test whether infection risk500

perceptions had changed over the course of the pandemic. We found significant main effects of queried501
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time interval (F(4,1056) = 61.81, p < 0.0001) and study (F(1,264) = 5.58, p = 0.02). In both studies,502

participants gave higher risk estimates with increasing length of time interval, and in Study 2 risk estimates503

were generally higher (Fig. 5, left plot). Thus, study was included as a control variable in subsequent504

analyses. Because of the shared variance between emotional dominance and valence, we also included505

emotional valence as a control variable in our analyses. In a next step, we analyzed the relationship506

between emotional dominance and conservatism in participant’s COVID-19 infection risk estimates.507

More specifically, we tested whether the pattern we found for dominance-specific conservatism in neutral508

compound probability estimates would generalize to COVID-19 risk estimates. We aggregated data from509

both studies and fitted a linear mixed model with study, current dominance and current valence as well as510

the interaction between these emotion variables and the within-subjects variable time interval as predictors511

and risk estimates as the dependent variable. In this model, the effect of time interval was significant512

(F(4,1052) = 11.65, p < 0.0001), as was the effect of study (F(1,262) = 6.27, p = 0.013). There was513

also a main effect of valence (F(1,262) = 5.38, p = 0.02): Participants reporting lower emotional valence514

at the time of the study generally gave lower risk estimates for a COVID-19 infection. Furthermore, the515

interaction between current dominance and time interval was significant (F(4,1052) = 3.67, p = 0.005).516

We conducted the same analysis for usual dominance and valence. In this model, neither dominance nor517

valence predicted risk estimates beyond study and time interval (all p > 0.05). These results reproduce518

the pattern we found for neutral compound probability estimates, suggesting that the modulating role519

of current (state) emotional dominance in probabilistic cognition transfers to realistic contexts such as520

the COVID-19 pandemic. Irrespective of emotional valence, participants experiencing high emotional521

dominance showed increased conservatism, giving more similar risk estimates for longer and shorter time522

intervals. An interpretation of this finding is that emotional dominance modulates cognitive processes on a523

fundamental level, manifesting itself both in probability estimates of neutral compound events as well as524

risk estimates in realistic contexts. Alternative interpretations are discussed in the Discussion section. A525

visualization of these relationships can be found in Fig. 5. We also provide a more detailed analysis of526

participants’ risk estimates in Supplementary Analyses 2.527

Emotional rationality: Considering emotional dominance in probabilistic cognition528

Over the past decades of research on the modulating role of emotions in cognitive processes56, the emotion529

dimension dominance has received relatively little attention. This is surprising, given its usefulness for530

differentiating between emotions that share the same valence and arousal (e.g., anger and anxiety)57,531

its distinct neural representation43 and its conceptual proximity to both valence- and appraisal-centered532

emotion theories.533

Our results suggest that emotional dominance is an important contributor to variability in probabilistic534

cognition. But what exactly is emotional dominance? To better understand the general cognitive and535

emotional patterns associated with emotional dominance, and to characterize emotional dominance in536

relation to leading psychological theories of emotion and cognition, we investigated the relationship537

between emotional dominance, the emotion dimensions valence and arousal, and appraisals of certainty538

and control. These data were collected in Study 1. Dominance was positively associated with valence (p =539

0.0001, r = 0.29) and control (p = 0.002,r = 0.24) and negatively associated with current uncertainty540

(p = 0.02,r =−0.18) and future uncertainty (p = 0.01,r =−0.2). A visualization of the correlations can541

be found in the correlation plot in Supplementary Figure 2; a more detailed analysis of the relationship542

between emotions and cognitive appraisals is provided in Supplementary Analyses 1. Previous research543

has found that a) emotional valence22, 27–30 and b) appraisals of certainty and control17, 18, 26 modulate544

cognitive processes and affect risk estimates. So far, these strands of research have been separated. Our545

finding, i.e., that an increase in emotional dominance makes people more conservative in their neutral546
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Figure 5. COVID-19 infection risk estimates differed between Studies 1 and 2 (left); dominance-specific
conservatism transferred to realistic risk assessments (right). Left: Line chart displaying prospective COVID-19
infection risk estimates at the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic (Study 1) and one year into the pandemic (Study 2).
Risk estimates were generally higher at the onset of the pandemic than one year into the pandemic. Right: Line
chart displaying COVID-19 infection risk estimates by current dominance (aggregate data from Studies 1 and Study
2). Participants high in current emotional dominance gave more optimistic long term infection risk estimates than
participants low in emotional dominance. As for neutral probability estimates, emotional dominance was positively
associated with conservatism in realistic infection risk estimates, the tendency to give more similar short- and long
term risk estimates.

probability and realistic risk assessments and fosters the use of representativeness as a proxy for probability,547

supports the view that emotional dominance may be the unifying concept explaining previously reported548

effects of emotional valence and appraisals of certainty and control on probabilistic cognition.549

How can we interpret our findings in light of existing theories of probabilistic cognition? One550

possibility, in line with the Probability Theory Plus Noise model (PT+N)15, would be that participants551

high in dominance experienced more noise in the probability estimation process, resulting in stronger552

deviations from probability theory. A potential source of this noise would be arousal; however, we553

did not find elevated levels of arousal in high dominance individuals. Another model that explains554

human probabilistic inference is the Configural Weighted Average model (CWAM58, 59). According to555

this model, people infer compound probabilities by first weighting individual probabilities, with larger556

weights put on small probabilities, and then adding them up. Yet these weights may not be stable across557

participants but may instead vary with individual differences and situational influences, such as emotional558

dominance. From a Bayesian standpoint, individuals’ probability estimates are based on continuous559

sampling and belief updating14, 49. An important assumption in this context is that deviations from Bayes’s560

rule (and from probability theory in general) stem from people’s rational adaptations to their limited561

computational resources: People constantly optimize their cognitive toolbox for probabilistic Bayesian562

inference by learning to infer49. Learning occurs over time and may be subject to psychological and563

environmental influences, giving individuals the opportunity to differentially optimize their probabilistic564

inference machine for distinct psychological contexts. Such adaptations may occur in different stages of565
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the probabilistic inference mechanism: the sampling itself or the updating process may be affected. What566

might it mean if mental sampling were modulated by emotional dominance? In our studies, participants567

were confronted with a visual representation of a generating probability distribution and had to infer568

different compound probabilities. According to the Bayesian Sampler model14, in situations like this569

people engage in sampling from memory in order to arrive at a subjective probability estimate. If someone570

already feels confident, certain and in control, then investing cognitive resources into continued sampling571

would be wasteful and inefficient if a judgment feels already good enough. In contrast, if a person lacks572

confidence, certainty and control, continuing mental sampling promises to pay off as it decreases feelings573

of uncertainty and increases feelings of subjective control. Yet sampling may also differ qualitatively574

between high and low dominance individuals. For instance, different information may come to mind575

depending on the emotional state someone is in. In previous studies testing the effect of stimuli valence on576

memory encoding and retrieval, positive valence caused broadening of memory storage and retrieval60, 61.577

In our tasks, more rare events (i.e., the low probability items) may have come to mind in participants in a578

high dominance emotional state (which was also characterized by more positive valence), resulting in an579

overestimation of the probability of unlikely events. This overestimation may in turn increase probability580

ratings for compound events containing rare elementary events and a tendency to subjectively perceive the581

“representative” compound event as most likely. A second interpretation within a Bayesian framework582

is that emotional dominance modulates how much attention people pay to the prior or the likelihood in583

the Bayesian updating process. Participants high in dominance may focus more on the prior and weight584

sampled evidence relatively little, resulting in conservative probability estimates. Within this interpretation,585

high emotional dominance may provide something like “immunity” against incoming evidence. In this586

view, a person high in dominance would generally assume stability of her view of the world and thus587

expect her beliefs to change relatively little over time.588

Discussion589

Across two studies we found evidence supporting the hypothesis that the emotion dimension dominance590

modulates probabilistic cognition on a fundamental level. Emotional dominance is characterized by how591

controlling, influential, in control, important, dominant and autonomous a person feels. Participants high592

in emotional dominance gave relatively low estimates for high probability and relatively high estimates593

for low probability events. In other words, the differences between estimates for the most probable594

and less probable events were smaller for people high in dominance. This can be viewed as a form595

of conservatism12, 13, 62. Despite the theoretically very different nature of assessing risk of real-world596

events, we found the same pattern for realistic risk assessments, where participants higher in emotional597

dominance gave more optimistic long term COVID-19 infection risk estimates that participants lower in598

emotional dominance. An increase in emotional dominance also made people more likely to select the most599

representative over the mathematical most likely event when selecting the most probable out of a number600

of probabilistic events. This result can be interpreted as an increased tendency to use representativeness as601

a proxy for probability.602

Going beyond previous work on the role of emotions in probabilistic cognition22, 23, 26, we assessed603

participants’ probability evaluations in neutral probability estimation tasks. This allowed us to quantify the604

effect of emotions on probability assessments without the potentially distorting influence of the desirability605

of probabilistic outcomes. Our results demonstrate that emotions have a fundamental modulatory role in606

thinking, even shaping perception of affectively neutral probabilistic events.607

We have considered how the modulating role of emotional dominance and valence in probabilistic608

cognition could be explained in the context of existing cognitive models of probabilistic inference. More609
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specifically, we focused on the Configural Weighted Averages Model58, 59, the Probability Theory plus610

Noise Model15, and Bayesian accounts of probabilistic cognition14, 49. At this point, our consideration611

of possible cognitive processes underlying dominance-specific probabilistic cognition is purely theoreti-612

cal. Hierarchical Bayesian modeling59 could be used to better understand the mechanisms causing the613

dominance-induced patterns we found in people’s probability estimates, comparing the predictive power of614

different models of dominance-specific conservatism in probabilistic inference. A challenge here would be615

to find the appropriate adaptations of the models to account for variations in dominance. Another approach616

would be to use a sequential sampling paradigm and estimate the sampling parameters of individuals617

high and low in dominance. Given that the PT+N model and the Bayesian sampler model make similar618

predictions in many situations, a linear regression approach63 appears promising in this context. To test619

whether high and low dominance and valence individuals differ in the relative attention paid to prior and620

likelihood in the Bayesian updating process, future work could directly manipulate the strength of the621

prior vs. the likelihood.622

Our finding that dominance-specific conservatism transferred to realistic COVID-19 infection risk623

assessments raises additional question about the interpretation of the role of dominance in probabilistic624

cognition. In contrast to the probability tasks, for which objectively correct answers exist, it is impossible625

to know individual participants’ true risk of a future COVID-19 infection. Thus, we cannot make any626

statements about the accuracy of participants’ estimates for the risk of a COVID-19 infection. What we627

can say, however, is that participants reporting high emotional dominance gave relatively similar short628

and long term infection risk assessments. Besides a general dominance-induced cognitive mechanism, a629

psychological explanation for this finding is that high dominance individuals might feel less in the grip of630

the pandemic and have a more optimistic mindset compared to low dominance individuals. It could also be631

that people high in dominance had greater ability to take measures against an infection (e.g., working from632

home, rather than in a public setting with high infection risk) compared to people low in dominance. Yet it633

might also be the case that the general conservatism bias we found for neutral probability assessments634

transfers to real-life scenarios.635

So far we mainly focused on explanations for the effects we found by looking at high dominance. Yet,636

one can also approach this issue from the other direction. Low emotional dominance may be associated637

with increased hesitation, careful assessment of information and decreased confidence in one’s assessments.638

This would explain why low dominance is associated with less heuristic probability assessments and an639

increased sensitivity to differences in the probabilities of compound events. Regarding risk assessments,640

the same mechanism could explain more pessimistic infection risk assessment in the context of the641

COVID-19 pandemic in low dominance individuals, who predicted that the risk of an infection would still642

be increasing one year into the future. More research is needed to better understand the role of emotional643

dominance in probability assessments in different contexts, for example for evaluations of elementary644

events, conditional probabilities and function learning.645

Emotional dominance has received relatively little attention in previous research on the relationship646

between emotions and cognition. One reason for this might be that dominance has typically been found to647

explain less variance in people’s emotional reactions to environmental stimuli than valence and arousal39.648

Yet emotional dominance is needed to differentiate between emotions, for instance anger and anxiety57,649

that have the same valence and arousal patterns. Our results support the hypothesis that beyond sharing650

variance with emotional valence, emotional dominance is characterized by unique patterns of cognitive651

appraisals, with high emotional dominance being associated with increased levels of subjective control652

and certainty. We found that emotional dominance was key for predicting conservatism, both in affectively653

neutral probability and real-world risk assessment, as well as the use of the representativeness in people’s654

probability estimates. This insight is of great value given the current global challenges such as climate655
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change and the COVID-19 pandemic. Our findings also suggest that emotional dominance may be the656

unifying construct explaining previous research on the effect of emotional valence and cognitive appraisals657

on human thinking and decision making.658

Methods659

Participants660

In Study 1, N = 164 undergraduate psychology students from the University of Surrey and participants661

recruited on social media and research networks participated, out of which 162 produced valid data entries662

(Mage = 25.12, range 18-88, 33 male). Study 2 had N = 121 participants, with N = 119 complete and663

usable data files (N = 38 master’s conversion psychology students and N = 81 undergraduate psychology664

students from the University of Surrey, Mage = 21.75, range 18-49, 18 male). Both studies were conducted665

fully online via Qualtrics and SoSciSurvey software. Participation was voluntary without reimbursement.666

In both studies, the experiment was part of a lab session, a voluntary part of a cognitive psychology course.667

An exclusion criterion for participation in Study 1 was a previous COVID-19 infection. Both studies were668

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the ethical guidelines of the University of669

Surrey, UK.670

Procedure671

In Study 1, participants first gave informed consent online. Then participants estimated their risk of672

getting infected with COVID-19 (in percent) in the next three days, week, month, three months and year.673

Subsequently, participants rated their appraisals of current and future uncertainty, control, mastery and674

anxiety associated with the COVID-19 infection. Furthermore, personal consequences of a COVID-19675

infection were assessed: In case of an infection, the consequences for me personally would be ... with676

the answer options 1 = not even noticeable, 2 = noticeable, 3 = affecting me a bit, 4 = affecting me a lot,677

5 = serious. Participants also indicated whether they belonged to a risk group (Are you over 60 years678

old or do you have existing health conditions that put you in a higher risk group for COVID-19?). Next,679

participants rated their usual (trait) and current (state) emotional arousal, dominance and valence on the680

Self-Assessment-Manikin Scales46. Subsequently, participants completed two probability tasks, asking681

them to give probability estimates for drawing different color combinations with replacement from jars682

filled with 100 balls of two (Task 1) and three (Task 2) different colors (Fig. 1). Finally, basic demographic683

data (age, gender, country of residence) was collected.684

In Study 2, participants first gave informed consent online. They rated their usual (trait) and current685

(state) emotional dominance, valence and arousal on nine-point Self-Assessment-Manikin46 scales. Partic-686

ipants were randomly assigned to either the high or low dominance emotion condition and completed a687

subjective writing task to induce high or low dominance, as described below. After the emotion induction,688

participants rated their subjective risk of an infection with COVID-19 over the course of a year and689

completed probability Task 1. Instructions were similar as in Study 1: participants were asked to rate the690

probabilities of drawing blue-blue-blue (BBB), blue-blue-yellow (BBY), blue-yellow-yellow (BYY) and691

yellow-yellow-yellow (YYY) from an urn filled with 90 blue and 10 yellow marbles with replacement.692

Participants additionally indicated their age and gender, whether they had already been vaccinated against693

COVID-19 (answer options: Yes, I got the first shot; Yes, I got both shots; No, I did not get vaccinated yet),694

whether they had been diagnosed with COVID-19 in the past (answer options: Yes, No) and how proficient695

they were in mathematics and statistics (answered on a 5-point Likert scale going from 1 = Not at all to 5696

= an expert).697
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Cognitive appraisals698

Participants rated their subjective appraisals of current and future uncertainty, control, mastery and anxiety699

on seven-point Likert scales in randomized order. Instructions were: Please indicate how much you agree700

to the following statements: Considering the current developments associated with COVID-19 ... 1) I am701

anxious that close ones or I get infected with COVID-19, 2) I feel uncertain about what is going on at the702

moment, 3) I feel I have control over the situation, 4) I can master challenges associated with COVID-19,703

5) I am uncertain about the future developments associated with COVID-19.704

Emotion measure705

Emotional valence, arousal and dominance were assessed using the nine-point version of the Self-706

Assessment-Manikin scales46, 47. Instructions were based on material provided by the authors. Instructions707

for the Valence scale were: The following scale shows 9 different levels of emotional valence. If you select708

the first figure you indicate that you feel completely unhappy, annoyed, unsatisfied, melancholic, despaired,709

bored and if you select the last figure you indicate that you feel completely happy, pleased, satisfied,710

contented, hopeful. You can select any answer option between the extremes to indicate intermediate levels711

of emotional valence. Instructions for the Arousal scale were: The following scale shows 9 different levels712

of emotional arousal. If you select the first figure you indicate that you feel completely relaxed, calm,713

sluggish, dull, sleepy, unaroused and if you select the last figure you indicate that you feel completely714

stimulated, excited, frenzied, jittery, wide-awake and aroused. You can select any answer option between715

the extremes to indicate intermediate levels of emotional arousal. Instructions for the Dominance scale716

were: The following scale shows 9 different levels of emotional dominance. If you select the first figure717

you indicate that you feel completely controlled, influenced, cared for, awed, submissive, guided and if you718

select the last figure you indicate that you feel completely controlling, influential, in control, important,719

dominant, autonomous. You can select any answer option between the extremes to indicate intermediate720

levels of emotional dominance. For each scale, participants were first asked to indicate their usual (trait)721

emotion (Please indicate which of the pictures best describes how you usually feel) and then to indicate722

their current (state) emotion (Please indicate which of the pictures best describes how you feel right now).723

In Study 1, visual stimuli were from the PXLab website of the University of Mannheim48. For these724

stimuli each answer option corresponds to one particular manikin, thus the last sentence of the instructions725

(You can select any answer option between the extremes to indicate intermediate levels of emotional726

dominance) was deleted. In Study 2, visual stimuli by Lang (1980)47 were used (Figure 1).727

Emotion induction728

In Study 2, high and low emotional dominance were induced using a subjective writing task26, 64. The729

instructions were as follows: In the following we ask you to think and write about three situations which730

could be real or imagined. Please describe these situations in 2-3 sentences each. Then we will ask you to731

write about one of these situations in more detail. Space for writing will be provided on the next page.732

Do not write about anything which may identify you or someone else. Only write about something you733

feel comfortable to share. Each individual subtask was instructed: Please think of a situation in which734

you would feel very [...]. Describe this situation in 2-3 sentences using the entry box below. In the high735

dominance condition, participants were instructed to write about situations in which they would feel 1)736

angry, 2) furious and outraged, 3) in control and dominant, 4) strong and autonomous and 5) influential737

and important. In the low dominance condition, participants were instructed to write about situations in738

which they would feel 1) anxious, 2) scared, 3) controlled and influenced, 4) weak and cared for and 5)739

awed, submissive and unimportant. Upon completion of this writing task, participants completed a second740

writing task with the instructions: Please think again of the situations you just described. Please choose741
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the situation which was emotionally most intense. Please describe in more detail (5 sentences) how you742

felt in that situation (e.g., physiologically, emotionally, behaviourally, cognitively) so that a person reading743

it would feel the same way. In the first lab session (N = 37 students), instructions slightly differed from this744

method: subtasks 3)−5) were grouped and participants were asked to write about this emotion-eliciting745

event in more detail. Groups did not differ in induced emotional dominance between data collection746

time-points (both when analysing change scores and emotional dominance after the emotion induction),747

thus data were pooled.748

Risk task749

Participants rated their infection risk using a slider. The scale ranged from 0 to 100 (increments of 1750

in Study 1, increments of 0.233/0.232 in Study 2). Participants were asked: What do you think is your751

personal risk in % of being infected with COVID-19 ... 1) within the next 3 days, 2) within the next week,752

3) within the next month, 4) within the next three months and 5) within the next year.753

Probability task754

In Study 1, participants completed two probability tasks. The instructions were: The following questions755

are not meant as a mathematical test but intended to better understand your intuitions and assessment of756

probability distributions. You will see jars with coloured balls. A ball is drawn from the jar, its colour757

is recorded and the ball is put back into the jar. Then, the next item is drawn, the colour noted, and put758

back. This procedure is repeated three times, resulting in a three-colour-combination. In Probability Task759

1, we showed participants an image of a jar containing 100 balls, 90 of which were blue and 10 yellow,760

first ordered by color and then an example image of a mixed jar. In a first step, we asked participants761

which of four color combinations would most likely be sampled in a random order: BBB, BBY, BYY or762

YYY. Next, participants were asked to estimate the probability of each of the four color combinations,763

again in random order (Please indicate the probabilities (0 % to 100 %) for these combinations (order764

does not matter, so blue-blue-yellow would be the same as blue-yellow-blue and yellow-blue-blue). We765

are interested in your intuitive answers. Intuitively, how likely is it to draw.... In Study 2, we changed the766

instructions in brackets to make it more explicit that the queried color combinations referred exactly to the767

displayed combinations in the picture: note that blue-blue-yellow represents drawing a blue ball in the768

first and second draw and a yellow ball in the third draw; blue-yellow-yellow represents drawing a blue769

ball in the first draw and a yellow ball in the second and third draw. Participants were asked to estimate770

the probability in percent of drawing each of the four color combinations on a slider with values ranging771

from 0 to 100 (increments of 1 in Study 1 and increments of 0.235 in Study 2). Task 2 in Study 1 was772

similar to Task 1, only that the constitutive jar contained 100 balls of three different colors: 90 blue, 7773

green and 3 yellow balls. Correspondingly, participants rated 10 color combinations.774

Statistical methods775

Linear mixed models were fitted using the lmer() function from the lme4 package. Analyses were776

validated using the robustlmm package. In all mixed models, participants were included as random777

effects. R2 was calculated using the r.squaredGLMM() function from the MuMIn package, returning778

marginal effects (relative variance explained by fixed effects) and conditional effects (variance explained779

by the complete model including fixed and random effects). Predictor variables were z-standardized780

before performing any regression. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were obtained using the781

confint.merMod() function from the lme4 package. β coefficients and σ values were bootstrapped with782

10000 simulations per model. Type III ANOVAs using Satterthwaite’s method were run on each model to783

obtain F-statistics and p-values. Logistic regressions were fitted using the glm() method with the argument784

family = binomial("logit") and model parameters bootstrapped using the boot() function from the boot785
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package with 10000 simulations for each test.786

Data availability787

The human subjects data that support the findings of this study are available in the "Open Science788

Framework" repository with the identifier 10.17605/OSF.IO/9CRQ6 (https://osf.io/9crq6/789

?view_only=80f45d9c41de4e5cbd69c11f462441f5).790

Code availability791

The code that support the findings of this study are available in the "Open Science Framework" repository792

with the identifier 10.17605/OSF.IO/9CRQ6793

(https://osf.io/9crq6/?view_only=80f45d9c41de4e5cbd69c11f462441f5).794
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